
After priming in Black and providing some zenithal highlights I noticed some mold lines that I missed during assembly, so here I’m just scrap-
ing them off then roughly covering the areas up again:
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Hello!  In this PDF painting guide I’ll be painting The Blob from Atomic Mass Games’ Marvel: Crisis Protocol Miniatures Game.



Next I’m using some Nacar to paint the whites of the eyes, followed with a stroke of black 
for the pupils:

I’m now using Sahara Yellow mixed with 
some Orange Leather and a touch of Black 
to paint all of the yellow parts of the outfit:

For the blue areas I’m using Deep Blue for my shadow tone, and I’ve chosen to begin building up the mid tone with the addition of some 
Cantabric Blue, doing a little wet blending as I go:



Next I’m painting the wrist bands using Abyssal Blue:

And I’m wet blending the tones on to create 
some initial volume/light and shade:

For the hair I’m mixing a shadow tone using Brown Leather mixed with Black, and a highlight 
tone using a mix of Orange Leather and Sahara Yellow:



Once dry I’m mixing in some Tenere Yellow 
to add some highlights:



I also decided to add some thinned Orange Leather to compliment the blue of the outfit:

I’m now going to highlight the yellow parts of the outfit, firstly up to pure Sahara Yellow from 
a Sahara Yellow and Orange Leather mix:

I’m now painting the base using mainly Graphite along with some light dry brushing, a little Shade (a Nuln Oil/Aggrax Earthshade mix), and 
some initial highlights:



I’m then lightening the Sahara Yellow with a mix of Sol Yellow and Tenere Yellow for the 
brighter highlights:



Moving on to the blue areas I’m first build-
ing up to a more solid mid tone of Cantabric 

Blue:



And before going any further I’m using Graphene Gray to paint the strips on the front of 
each boot:

I’m now going to highlight the blue outfit by adding a roughly equal mix of Adriatic Blue and 
Caribbean Blue to the Cantabric Blue mid tone in a few stages:



Before reaching a pure mix of the Adriatic and Carribean Blue (which I felt would be a little 
over saturated), I’m adding some White Sands to reach my brighter highlights:

I’ll sometimes use a series of short strokes 
to build up the highlights, always moving in 
the direction that I imagine the fabric is be-

ing stretched:



I finished things off with a few sketchy, specular reflections on the chest:

Here I decided to add a thin secondary high-
light underneath the pectoral “muscles”:



And for the wrist bands I’m also adding White Sands - this time to the Abyssal Blue base 
tone:

I’m now adding a few quick highlights to the grey strip on the boots by simply adding White 
Sands to the Graphene Gray base tone:



As Non Metallic Metal “recipes” go, this is about as simple as it gets!

For the skin I’m first preparing my shadow 
tone using a mix of Pink Flesh and Burnt Si-

enna Umber:

Next I’m creating a mid/highlight tone using 
a roughly equal mix of Pink Flesh and Golden 

Flesh:



I’m then creating an intermediate tone (al-
though this will pretty quickly become a gra-

dient):
I’m now starting the block in some light and shadow on the right leg:

I’m then using a damp brush to blend the 
transitions with a series of short strokes: It’s fine for things to look a little rough at this stage:

I’m continuing round the rest of the body in the same way - blocking in the colour, followed with a little blending..



Along with the wet blending I might some-
times place an intermediate tone between 

two contrasting areas:



For the chin area I’m mixing in a little Prussian Blue, and I’m also adding some Primary Red 
for the cheek and nose area:

I actually ended up applying some thinned 
red directly to the sides of the nose:



With the main colours in place I’m now working over the top, solidifying the tone where it doesn’t feel even or opaque enough, and gener-
ally refining things:

Along the way I took a few minutes to add 
some black lining where the clothes meet 

the skin:

Here I’m once again adding some Red, this 
time to create a more pinkish tone which I’m 
using for the knuckles, elbows, and knees:

I’m not really looking for an ultra-smooth finish, but I do want a nice sense of volume...



And for the brighter highlights I’m adding 
some Vanilla White:

Here I’m creating a blue-ish shadow tone by 
mixing in some Cantabric Blue:

I also sometimes like to add a hint of green 
for some of the brighter highlights to main-
tain the luminosity and add some further 

suble variation:



I’m now returning to the base where I’m sharpening the highlights a little, adding some additional Orange Leather, and providing some 
urban some scatter:

I’m then using this to add a blue-ish cast to places like the undersides of the arms where I 
imagine light bouncing up from the outfit:



I’m also darkening the shadows beneath 
the cheekbones to accentuate the grin, and 
placing some small highlights at the corners 

of the mouth:

I also used some Nacar mixed with a little 
Black for the teeth, then darkened the bor-
der with the lower lip using some thinned 

shadow tone:

Finally, I’m just articulating a couple of gentle recesses on the upper thighs which got “lost” 
in my highlights:

And this completes The Blob!







This process can be taken as far as you like; I’ve added another layer of Seraphim Sepia followed with some final scratch-
es:

Here I’m lightening the Balor Brown with a little White to really push the contrast:

We can then shade over the area with 
some Seraphim Sepia to help create a 

multi-layered richness:

Once dry we can continue applying the scratches, and for the brighter spots I’m 
using Balor Brown:

PAINT LIST:

Black (SC)
Nacar (SC)

Sahara Yellow (SC)
Orange Leather (SC)
Sahara Yellow (SC)

Deep Blue (SC)
Cantabric Blue (SC)
Abyssal Blue (SC)

Brown Leather (SC)
Tenera Yellow (SC)

Nuln Oil (GW) 
Agrax Earthshade (GW)

Graphite (SC)
Sol Yellow (SC)

Adriatic Blue (SC)
Caribbean Blue (SC)

White Sands (SC)
Burnt Sienna Umber (SC)

Pink Flesh (SC)
Golden Flesh (SC)
Prussian Blue (SC)
Primary Red (SC)
Vanilla White (SC)

Graphene Gray (SC)
Lime Green (SC)

SC = Scalecolor, GW = Games Workshop

If you enjoy my work then do please consider supporting what I do at:
www.patreon.com/Sorastros

Thank you!


